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» SHE’S STILL IN CRITICAL CONDITION, BUT IS CONTINUING TO MAKE ALL THE RIGHT MOVES WHILE AT THE TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.

» Giffords remains in critical condition at the University Medical Center in Tucson, Arizona.

» Doc: Giffords making small movements on her own

» Tucson Shootings Reminder of Military’s Role in Trauma Care

» Giffords begins to breathe on her own

» US Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords off ventilator

» Arizona shooting victim arrested and accused of threatening tea party leader - 7:28 pm

» Arizona shooting victim to tea party leader: ‘You’re dead’

» Police depict busy, focused Loughner on morning of shooting

» Gabrielle Giffords shooting: Neighbors talk of ‘gentle bear’ still in hospital

» Giffords Begins Breathing on Own as Doctors Remove Ventilator

» Giffords Begins Breathing on Her Own After Doctors Perform Tracheotomy
Arizona shooting developments

Giffords moves arms, survival odds at ‘101 pct’

HE IS ADMITTED TO NASSAU UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.

TODAY DOCTORS AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON TOOK OUT HER BREATHING TUBE, ALLOWING GIFFORDS TO BREATHE ON HER OWN.

LET'S GO NOW TO ELIZABETH ERWIN OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

Giffords may breathe on her own

Talk Back: Violence and the mentally ill: What's the specter, what's the reality -- and what's to be done?

Congresswoman Giffords now breathing without ventilator

Ariz. shooting victim arrested after threat

Site of Arizona mass shooting to reopen Saturday

Site of deadly Arizona shooting to reopen

Arizona supermarket where shooting rampage unfolded to reopen

Obama turns conversation to bipartisanship

Safeway shooting scene reopens

Arizona store where shooting rampage unfolded holds moment of silence

BREAKING: Giffords taken
off ventilator


Giffords communicating with family, doctors say 01/15/2011 Edmonton Journal - Online, The View Clip

New Drug Uses Stealth to Stop Cancer Cell Reproduction 01/15/2011 EVliving.com View Clip

Giffords off ventilator 01/15/2011 Examiner.com View Clip

A week after being shot in head, Giffords breathing on her own 01/15/2011 Financial News USA View Clip

Reuters: Police describe accused Arizona gunman's night 01/15/2011 Focus Information Agency View Clip

AND NOW, LIVE OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY OF AIRS MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON. 01/15/2011 Fox & Friends - Fox News Channel View Clip

LINDA: A GIANT MEMBER YES, MA'AM OUTSIDE OF THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON CONTINUES TO GROW TONIGHT. 01/15/2011 Fox 10 News at 10 PM - KSAZ-TV View Clip


MEANWHILE TWO MORE SHOOTING SURVIVORS ARE RELEASED FROM THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, ALL THIS AS JUDGE JOHN ROLL IS LAID TO REST. 01/15/2011 Fox 5 Weekend Morning News Sunday - WAGA-TV View Clip

Arizona shooting victim arrested after threatening tea party leader 01/15/2011 Globe and Mail - Online, The View Clip

Four fired for inappropriate access of EMRs in wake of Ariz. shootings 01/15/2011 Health Imaging & IT View Clip

Authorities track Ariz. suspect’s movements before shootings 01/15/2011 Houston Chronicle - Online View Clip

Arizona shooting victim arrested after threat 01/15/2011 Houston Chronicle - Online View Clip

Arizona shooting victim arrested after making 01/15/2011 Kansas City Star - Online View Clip
Giffords gets feeding tube, trach tube Saturday

Giffords Taken Off Ventilator - MedPage Today

JUST AS PEOPLE PAUSED FOR A MOMENT OF SILENCE AT SAFEWAY, A FEW MILES DOWN THE ROAD AT UMC, RESIDENTS AND WELL WISHERS AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER HELD ONE OF THEIR OWN.

Docs replace Giffords breathing tube

UMC doctors give victim condition updates

Moment of silence held at UMC

Congresswoman Giffords' breathing tube removed

Retiran respirador artificial a congresista Giffords: hospital

Mejora salud de congresista baleada en tiroteo de Tucson

Suspected Killer's Movements Traced

Suspected Tucson Shoort's Movements Traced

Suspected Tucson Shooter's Movements Traced

Police Describe Busy Hours Before a Gunman?s Attack

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords taken off ventilator

Victim of Arizona shooting arrested after threatening tea party leader at town hall

Jared Loughner photos
reveal suspect posing with gun and only wearing red G-string before Arizona massacre

Police find photos of Arizona gunman, bizarrely posing with his firearm while wearing a red G-string, which were developed the morning of massacre

Four victims remain at University Medical Center in Tucson since last Saturday’s shooting.

Loughner video: 'This is my genocide school'

Loughner on YouTube: 'This is my genocide school'

Newscast: Milestones in Tucson one week after shooting there

TODAY THE FUNERAL FOR PHYLLIS SCHNECK, THE 79-YEAR-OLD GREAT-GRANDMOTHER WHO SPENT WINTERS IN ARIZONA.

Sarah Palin, Under the Gun

Gabrielle Giffords has breathing tube removed

Gabrielle Giffords has breathing tube removed; doctors waiting to see if Congresswoman can speak

New 'killer' rant: 'I'm in a terrible place'

Tucson victim arrested for tea party threat: 'you're dead'

Police Describe Busy Hours Before a Gunman's Attack

Site of Shooting in Tucson Reopens

U.S. Congresswoman
Giffords taken off ventilator following procedure, remains critical

- **Giffords Able to Breathe Unassisted** | FrumForum
  01/15/2011 NewMajority.com

- **MARRIES LIVE AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, WHERE THE CANDLE-LIGHT**
  01/15/2011 News 13 at 10 PM - KOLD-TV

- **TWO OF THE LARGEST ARE AT UMC AND CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS’ MIDTOWN OFFICE.**
  01/15/2011 News 4 at 10 PM - KVOA-TV

- **THEY'RE SHOWING UP AT MEMORIALS, OUTSIDE UMC AND GIFFORDS’ TUCSON OFFICE IN MIDTOWN.**
  01/15/2011 News 4 at 5:30 PM Weekend - KVOA-TV

- **Doctors Free Giffords From Ventilator**
  01/15/2011 NPR - Online

- **Report on Loughner’s activities before Arizona shooting released**
  01/15/2011 Oman Tribune - Online

- **Doctor: Giffords may be showing 'glimmers of recognition'**
  01/15/2011 Orlando Advocate, The

- **Gabrielle Giffords Is Breathing on Her Own**
  01/15/2011 People.com

- **Doctors replace Giffords’ breathing tube**
  01/15/2011 Press Democrat - Online

- **Police Describe Busy Hours Before a Gunmans Attack**
  01/15/2011 Sarasota Herald-Tribune - Online

- **Spa City native, Giffords chief of staff pledges support for congresswoman**
  01/15/2011 Saratogian - Online, The

- **Newscast: New videotape surfaces of Tucson shooting suspect Jared Loughner as community continues to recover**
  01/15/2011 Saturday Today in New York - WNBC-TV

- **Giffords' breathing tube may be removed today**
  01/15/2011 saukvalley.com

- **Doctors describe gunman's night**
  01/15/2011 Sault Star, The
that morning, police say

Suspect was focused, busy that morning, police say 01/15/2011 Washington Post - Online

Gabrielle Giffords recovery hits 'milestone' as Obama arrives for memorial service 01/15/2011 Washington Post - Online

Condition of Gabrielle Giffords and other Arizona shooting victims updated 01/15/2011 Washington Post - Online

Gabrielle Giffords remains in critical condition after Tucson shooting 01/15/2011 Washington Post - Online

New-found Loughner vid: Tour of 'Genocide School' 01/15/2011 WJBK-TV - Online

Police: Arizona Shooting Victim Arrested After Threat 01/15/2011 WMUR-TV - Online

Suspect's hectic morning preceded Giffords shooting 01/15/2011 Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online


Wounded US lawmaker breathing without ventilator 01/15/2011 Yahoo! News

Wounded US lawmaker breathing without ventilator (AFP) 01/15/2011 Yahoo! News Australia